Sub: Stamping and verification of test rake made from Standard weight of 50 kg

Ref: (i) NWR’s letter No. NWR/HQ/Mech./C&W/Frt./2C dated 29.11.2019
(ii) Board’s letter No. 2004/Dev. CELL/IDEI/3 Vol.II dated 01.07.2013

Please refer to above mentioned letter wherein NWR has requested to issue instructions regarding stamping of test wagons.

The matter has been examined and it is advised that as per para 27 of the Legal Metrology (General) Rules, 2011, “every weight or measure used or intended to be used in any transaction shall be verified and stamped by the Legal Metrology Officer in the State in which such weight or measure is put to use and shall be re-verified and stamped at periodical intervals.”

Accordingly, the matter may be taken up at appropriate level with the State Government.

(Vivek Mohan)
Dir. Mech. Engg. (Frt.)
Railway Board

Copy to:

Principal Chief Mechanical Engineers, All Zonal Railways except NWR – For kind information